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Autumn Run.

Here we are at the end of September and it
feels like the summer and our motoring year
is suddenly behind us. The visit to
Brooklands, scheduled for the 24th September
was postponed on the advice of Brooklands
themselves, that was due to be a very busy
day for them, so this run has been
Forward
toth November. Some
rescheduled
to 13
members will have their cars SORNed off the
road by then, and the weather may deter
others, but hopefully we’ll get a good turn-out
and with our fickle weather we may even get
a hoods-down day out!
Top of the agenda for the next Planning
Group meeting is the events list for next year.
We have a few items shortlisted, but if you
have any thoughts or wishes for an event or
run out, please let one of the committee
members know, and thanks to those of you
who have already done so.
We still have a couple of events to go this
year, one of which is the Christmas meal on
3rd December. This year we’re at the Holiday
Inn at Wrotham. One of the benefits of this is
that those who wish to do so can stay the
night, so hopefully this will enable some of our
more far-flung members to join in. The hotel is
offering preferential room rates of £80
B&B/room. We need to pre-order our food
requirements, so please see the panel to the
right with the menu, and let Michelle know
your requirements & if you want to stay. We
need to have that exercise completed by the
end of October, so please do that whilst it’s
fresh in your mind! I must add that the hotel
invited the Planning Group along at the
beginning of the year to see the facilities on
offer and to sample the food, all of which was
excellent, so I can recommend it all. Hopefully
we’ll get a really good turn-out this year.
My thanks to Richard L for his update on the
Elan restoration article this month. He seems
to be making faster progress with it than I can
keep up with in the newsletter! Keep up the
good work, and the supply of articles.
th
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It looks a bit bleak, group photo on the way, but the
weather tried to clear up all day, and it was warm enough
for a roofs-off Autumn run out to Howard & Jenny’s. We
enjoyed an excellent run through the Ashdown Forest,
stopping off for a coffee break and a good chat on the
way, once again expertly lead, and paced, by Jon. On
arrival we relaxed on the terrace in anticipation of the
arrival of the food to be supplied by Stanny’s
Smokehouse. Anticipation grew all the more since our
meals on wheels didn’t have as an enjoyable run as we
had it and got badly delayed on the way, so by the time it
arrived everyone was truly ready for lunch. It was well
worth waiting for, and what little was left was dispatched
in doggy bags at the end of the day. Thanks again to Jon
& Michelle for organising, and leading, the day’s
activities. This one in particular took more effort than
most, since numbers of participants, and payment, had
to be settled beforehand, and thanks again of course to
Howard & Jenny for accommodating us. All much
appreciated by those who attended.
Christmas Meal.
Holiday Inn Wrotham, 8pm, 3rd December.
£34/head.
Starters:
Choose from creamy leak & potato soup (v), chicken
liver parfait, fig chutney or melon medley, crème
fraiche & honey dressing.
Mains: Choose from roast turkey crown or smoked
haddock fishcake or fig stilton walnut rosemary tart
(v).
Deserts: Choose from traditional Christmas pudding or
baked rich chocolate tart or raspberry Eton Mess
cheesecake.

Bexhill Show
A couple of NKLG representatives at Bexhill this year, Vaughn and Roger & Chrissie, and for a change it was a
dry day!
Vaughn has kindly sent me a report, held over to the next newsletter.

Elan Restoration.
”Houston We Have Lift Off “
Initial module separation was achieved at 11:30 on Saturday 23rd July 2016 whilst garage “orbit” at approx. 0.9
m (that’s metres not miles) was reached by 14:30. As with the Apollo missions this was achieved in 3 stages
using “lift boosters”. To add to the challenge the launch pad was a single garage with all activities assigned to
one person (me). You may ask “How did he do that”? Firstly all additional weight (dash, internal trim,
windscreen, doors, boot lid, headlamp pods, bonnet etc.) was fully jettisoned.

Use of hydraulic trolley jacks was not possible as they move the object as they
rise. Motorcycle scissor jacks (German ones capable of lifting 0.5 ton each, so plenty of safety margin there!)
were used to power the launch. The intent was just to use one either side under the sills but then 4 arrived.
Having checked with the supplier, it would seem that’s what I ordered but the cost was the same as for two
(Deutsche technik ??) This meant that the initial separation from the chassis was via a jack at each corner
allowing for a clean straight lift. Prior to the actual lift, a “rover module” (so that the body could be moved
around) was built and lift “boosters” were prepared. All was made from previously retained wood which had
been destined for the skip during recent house building work. Only screws and castors were purchased new.
Axle stands were used between each stage of lift. The 3 lifting stages are illustrated below (side view):

Note the use of car ramps to boost height and provide stability whilst reducing the amount of wood needed. All
blocks were screwed together to minimise slippage and procedures simulated on the garden steps (as above).
Launch sequence was initiated at 09:00 and took around 5.5 hours with countdown temporally halted for 30
mins whilst sustenance was taken on board.
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As the vehicle had been completed stripped, nothing stopped the body separating from the chassis and it was
eased off fairly gently a few centimetres at a time with no problem. Only in the final stage of lift did it start to
get a bit “scary” when the body started to sway a little and the axle stands no longer at a height to provide
extra potential support. A spirit level was used to avoid excessive lean whilst each side was sequentially lifted
a little at a time.

With body cradle rolled in and cross beams inserted, the body of PAH 724F was finally stabilised:

With hindsight, I think I should have made the body cradle a little narrower as movement down each side of
the garage is somewhat impaired. Also, I suspect the weight of the cradle far exceeds the weight of the body
itself, but then I do tend to over engineer: to quote from the Apollo 13 recovery misssion, “failure was not an
option”!! Otherwise it is a success as I can move either the chassis or the body in and out of the garage as
required.
Stripping down the steering and suspension from the chassis has now started but is proving to be more
difficult than expected. More about that in the next instalment!
Richard L
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